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SUMMARY
A wind-tunnel investigation was made at low speeds to determine the
effect of aspect ratio and end plates on the aerodynamic characteristics
of an unswept and urrtaperedwing equi~ed with set flaps deflectea 85°
and operating with .pcmentumcoefficients as high as 17.5.
The results indicated that the lift coefficient induced by the jet
sheet (lift coefficient *S jet reaction in the lift direction)
increased rapidly with increased aspect ratio and had maxfmum values
of 2.9, 6.4, and 10.5 for aspect ratios of 2.8, 5.6, ud 8.4, respec-
tively. Various end plates tncreased the effective aspect ratio. The
cd hation of the set reaction at the trailing edge -p,ndthe induced
lift acting at the O.khord station resulted in very lsrge nose-down
pitching-moment coefficients dbout the querter chord-of the wing.
INTRODUCTION
As the design speed and load capacity of airplsmes continue to
increase, the problem of take-off and,landing becomes more serious.
necessary length of runways and the landing speeds may be reduced if
the lifting power of the wnl,ngcan be sufficiently increased at low
The
speeds. At the present time; jet flaps are be~ considered with their
twofold action in producing lift by increasing the circulation around
the wing and by generathg a reaction thrust in the lift direction. A
discussion sad theoretical anslysis of the jet flap along with a corre-
lation of theory with some expe?xbnentaldata are given W reference 1.
Jet flaps of vsrious types at clifferent deflection sngles and high
momentum coefficients have been investigated and are reported in ref-
erence 2.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of
wing aspect ratio and end plates on the aerodynamic characteristics of
a wing equipped with a,~et flap deflected 85*.
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SYMBOLS
CL
()CL ~
()
CL
Cv=()
CD
CD,i
cm
()cm~
CM
q
s
z
~.
P
v
‘J
Vj
lift coefficient, Lift
T
jet-circulation lift coefficient,
pL -(Q,.. -c, ‘ti(’ ‘ al
lift coefficient for CM = O or jet off
Dragdrag coefficient, —
qs
induced drag coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient about wing quarter chord,
Pitching moment
qsE
jet-circulationpitching-moment
Wjvj
momentum coefficient, —
gqs
coefficient
free-stream dynsnic
wing area, sq ft
pva
pressure, ~, lb/sq ft
—
. .
.
wing mean aerodynamic chord, 0.60 ft
acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/6ec2
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft
free-stream velocity, ft~sec
,weight rate of air flow through jet, lb/see
jet-exit velocity assundng i.sentropicexpsmsionto free-
stresm static pressure,{W,ti,sec :
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Y ratio of specific hats for air} 1. k
R
A
/
ftdb q
universal gas constsnt, —
lb
plenum chamber temperature, %
free-stresm static pressure, lb/sq f%
total.pressure @ plenum chsniber,lb/sq ft
singleof attack of wing-chord plane, deg
Jet-deflection angle, measured with respect to the wing-
chord plane extended, deg
aspect ratio
center of pressure, percent chord
center of pressure of Jet-circulation lift, percent chord
wing efficiency factor
constants
Wbscript:
maximum
APPARATUS AND kK)DEL
The geometric characteristics of the semispsn wings and the end
plates used in this investigation are shown in figure 1. The whgs were
rectangular and unsweyt with aspect ratios of 2.8, 5.6, and 8.4. They
were constructed by removing the resr portion of a 10-inch-chord NACA
0012 wing and installing a O.n-inch-diameter txibe-d a plenum chsaiber.
Compressed air flowed from the tfie into the plenum chsmber through
l/16-inch-dismeterholes spaced l/2-inch apart spanwise along the tube.
me bottom surface of the wing at the trailing edge was faired to the
surface.of the tube b order to make a blunt trailing edge below the
chord plsne. The jet sheet of air formed an angle of 85° with the chord
plsme extended. The method of getting high-pressure air into the wing
was the ssme as that described in reference 2. The weight rate of air
flow was determined by means of a calibrated slxzpedge-orifice flowmeter,
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sad the pressures and temperatures for determining jet-extt velocities
were measured in the wing plenum chsniber.
u
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
The models were mounted on the ceiling of the Lsmgley 300 MPH 7- by
10-foot tunnel. Tests were made at an angle of-attack of 0° throu@a
rsmge of momentum coefficients and at a constsnt momentum coefficient
through sm angle-of-attack range as indicated in the following table:
U_2.85.6- :8.4 08.4 -4:020;:: -4 to 208.4 -k to w O to 4.850 to 7.250 to ~7.66o to 7.07o.k70.490.96
P@
1 to 6.10
1 to 5.15
1 -to5.35
1 ;o~ .35
1:49
3.05
q, lb/sq f% IReynolds number
10 350,000
5 250,000
2 158,000
5 250,000
10 350,000
10 350,000
16.9 46Q,003
.
“
Jet-boundary corrections to the angle-of-attackend drag data were
applied by the methods of reference 3. The corrections sre based ODQ
on the aero@umic lift coefficient obtained by sfitracting the jet
reaction from the total measured lift as indicatedby the equations
[
~=~me~+klcL-
1
Cp sin(b + a)
where kl has values of 0.142, 0.094, smd 0.047 and ~ has values of
0.0025, 0.001-6,and 0.cx)08for aspect ratios of 8.4, 5.6, snd 2.8,
respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LMt Characteristics
The lift of a wing eqp.ippedwith a ~et flap consists of the jet-
off lift on the wing due to angle of attack or flap deflection, the
l
k-
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reaction lift (the component of the jet in the thrust-lift direction),
and the jet-circulation lift (the lift induced by the jet stream). The
magnitude of the various components of the lift are shown in figure 2(a)
for the aspect-ratio-8.4 wing with a jet amgle of 85°. It canbe seen
that the jet-circulation lift increases with momentum coefficient over
the lower range of moment~ coefficients presented in figure 2(a). The
value of jet-circulation lift for the aspect-ratio-8.kwing reaches a
maximum value of 10.5 at a momentum coefficient of *out 12; the low-
aspect-ratio wings reach a meximum value of Less than 10.5 (figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)). The maximum values of ~et-circulation lift coefficient from
figure 2 plotted against wing aspect ratio are presented in figure 3j
these plots indicate that the jet-circulation lift increases rapidly
with an increase in aspect ratio.
The maximum vslues of jet-circulation lift coefficient from figure 3
are used as an upper Mmit for the plots of the jet-circulation lift
coefficient as a function of aspect ratio presented in figure 4 for sev-
eral values of momentum coefficients. Figure 4 maybe considered a pre-
liminary design chsrt for estimating the lift coefficient of wings
equipped with jet flaps. The lift coefficient cambe obtained from the
following equation:
It was noted from the results of reference 2 that the jet-circulation
lift coefficient ()CL r =be modifiedby the ratio 5/85 which
approximately accounts for jet deflections other than 850. If this
equation is applied to whgs with high momentum blowing over flaps,
the
()
CL is the lift resulting from flap deflection without
Cv+
blowing.
It shouldbe pointed out that in this investigation the momentum
coefficient is based upon the mass of air and the expanded jet velocity
and will show similar variation of measured thrust to theoretical thrust
as was shown in reference 2. The theoretical momentum coefficient has
been used h analyzing these data because it is believed that the momen-
tum of the jet at the nozzle exit is largely responsible for the change
in circulation around the wing and because the losses in the jet due to
overexpanding, turning, and base pressure could not be individually
evaluated from the results of these data.
End plates onwimgs with jet flaps (fig. 2) give increased lift as
.
has been the case on wings without blowing, the increase being ~
increase in circulation lift stice the jet reaction is the ssme with or
% without the end plates. ~ order to determine the effect of end plates
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A
on effective aspect ratio, figure 5 was prepared by cross-plotting data
from figure 2. The solid lines of figure 5 show the variation of total
lift without end plates wtth geometric aspect ratio and the near-vertical “
lines were obtained from cross-plottedvalues of lift with end plates.
The data show that various end plates increased the-hspect ratio of one
wing from 2.8 to an effective aspect-ratio of 3.1 to 4.2 and the other
wing, from 5.6 to an effective aspect ratio of 6.5 to 9. Of the two end
plates of a~roximately equal area the rectangular one was more effective
on the aspect-ratio-5.6~ whereas the circular one was slightly more
effective on the aspect-ratio-2.8wing. The effectiveness of the end
plates is retained throughout the single-of-attackrange with and without
blowing except for the lsrgest end plate above an angle of attack of 16°
as shown in figure 6.
—
Drag (%aracteristfcs
At an angle of attack of 0° the incredse in imduced drag with
blowing results from the increased circulation lift. From tests with
and without blowing the induced drag and circulation llft may be easily
()CL ;determined at a = OO. From the equation for induced drag CD,i =—
qxA ‘
.
the efficiency factor ~ of the wing may be determined. Figure 7 s~ws
the values of q for the three wings through a rtie of momentum coeffi-
cients obtained from the data of figure 8. -The average values of q
#
range from 0.7 to 0.85 for wings of this plan form without blowing. The
efficiency factor decreases tith momentum coefficient for the aspect-
ratio-2.8 wing, but ~ increases to about 1.2 with blowing for the two
wings of larger aspect ratio. These high values of q for the two
larger aspect ratios maybe associated with the induced thrust.
Pitching-Moment Characteristics
The combination of large Jet-circulation lift coefficients with
their center of pressure at about the 0.46 and the jet reaction at the
trailing edge results in the jet flap having large nose-down pitching-
moment coefficients that increase with lift coefficient (fig. 9). Since
the jet reaction accounts for a large part of the pitching moments, it
would be desirable to eliminate as much of -thisas possible. A method
for doing this is discussed in reference 2 where the ~et reaction is
directed more nearly through the center of moments.
Data are presented only for the aspect-ratio-8.4Wing because bal-
ance limitations reduced the accuracy of’the data for the low-aspect-
ratfo wings. It shouldbe potited out, however, that the’data for the
low-aspect-ratio wings indicated trends very shilar to those of the
aspect-ratio-8.4 wing presented in figure 9.
-.
. .
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CONCLUSIONS
A wind-tunnel investigation at low speeds to determine the effect
of aspect ratio and end plates on the aerodynamic characteristics of
an unswept and untapered wing equi~ed with jet flaps deflected 85°
resulted in the following conclusions:
1. The lift coefficient resulting from the increased wing circula-
tion producedby the jet flap increases rapidly with an increase in wing
aspect ratio.
2. The maximum lift coefficient resulting from increased wing cir-
culation producedby the Jet flap is approximately 2.9, 6.4, and 10.5
for aspect ratios of 2.8, 5.6, and 8.4, respectively.
3. End plates increased the effective aspect ratios of the wings
with jet flaps from 2.8 to approximately 3 to 4 and from 5.6 to approx-
imately 6.5 ta 9, depending upon the particular end plate.
4. The cotiination of the jet reaction at the trailing edge and the
induced lift acting at the Ok-chord station resulted in very large nose-
down pitching moments about the quarter chord of the wing.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmunitteefor Aeronautics,
LangleyField, Vs., August 29, 1956.
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(a) Aspect ratio, 8.4; without end plates.
Figure 2.- Variation of lift coefficient with momentum coefficient for
wings tith jet flaps. a = OO.
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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(c) Aspect ratio, 2.8; with and without end plates.
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Figure k.- Chart for estimating the jet circulation lift
wings with jet flaps.
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Figure 5.- Effect of end plates on aspect ratio of whga with jet flaps.
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Figure 6.- Variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack with and
without the Jet flap.
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Figure 9.- Variation of pitching-mment coefficient and center of pressure
with lift coefficient for a momentum coefficient range from O to 4.92.
Aspect ratio, 8.4; a = OO; tithout end plates.
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